Social Media Release
Health QR Launches Mobile App to Help Manage Medications
News Facts:
• As of Nov. 5, 2015, Health QR has officially launched a mobile app to help
individuals manage their medications.
• Health QR’s mobile app was developed to help individuals become informed
partners in their health journey.
• The mobile app is free and can be downloaded from the App Store and Google
Play.
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The app connects securely to participating pharmacies.
Customers can see their active prescriptions, order refills, and co-manage their
medications with a trusted caregiver.
Health QR makes it easy to for caregivers to co-manage prescriptions.
People have access to vital information in an emergency, while traveling, and when
consulting with a healthcare provider.
With Health QR, people can view their active prescriptions on their mobile device,
tablet or home computer.
Individuals can receive notifications about their prescriptions and reminders when
refills are due.
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Quotes:
Attribute to Jack, Health QR user
“The great thing about Health QR is that I get a reminder when it is time for a refill of my
prescription. It's very easy to order the refill online. Before Health QR, I was notorious for
leaving it to the last minute. Then I’d run out of meds and have to scramble to get a
prescription filled last minute. Now that never happens.”
Attribute to Gary, Health QR user
“Thanks to Health QR my doctor was able to see a potential adverse reaction between
two of my medications and immediately changed my dosage to reduce the chance of
reaction.”
Attribute to Patti Ryan, CEO, Health QR
“Since starting Health QR in 2012, my goal has been to provide people with access to
their health information so they can make informed decisions about their care. Information
is power and an informed patient is a powerful advocate. With the launch of Health QR we
are taking a small first step by providing people access to their medication information.”

About Health QR
Health QR is a mobile app to
manage your medications. The app
connects securely to your pharmacy
providing seamless access to your
medication information. You can
view active prescriptions, order refills
online and share information.
For more information and a list of
participating pharmacies visit
www.healthqr.com
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